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Are you aware that success sincerely lies in your morning routine? It's true, your life
won't change unless you work towards that life every single day. It's the compound
effect, the idea that little by little, daily steps towards goals become leaps by weeks
and huge strides by years, getting you closer to the finish line than you ever could by
strolling aimlessly.
 
Every day, you have 24 hours (minus around 8 for good sleep), to make your time here
count. What if you carved out at least 1 hour every day to sweat the small stuff to
make it big stuff? It's time to transform your YOU time into productive, life-changing,
fulfilling, soul- quenching time, before you begin every day.
 
1.  Don't look at your phone when you wake up! First, start with a meditation. Simply
find a quiet, safe place, sit comfortably and close your eyes. Focus on breathing and
letting go of judgement and let floating thoughts happen.
 
2. Understand the value of visualization. Take time to set feeling-based goals and
understand what it feels like to live them. Create a vision board and believe in it. Know
how affirmations can change your life: speak your intentions into existence, say out
loud or write down your future
 
3. Make gratitude a priority. Know the incredible power of gratitude - journal or speak
your gratitude daily. Note at least 3 things you are grateful for to start the day.
 
4. Stretch or move your body. Whether it's solo or guided yoga, a walk or a run, an
exercise class or some simple stretching in your lounge-room, create your own energy
for the day to propel you forward.
 
5. Drink lots of water, maybe even with lemon or apple cider vinegar. Use this time to
take your vitamins or supplements and water your plants (AKA your own body)!
 
By priming yourself at the beginning of each morning, you can live as your highest self.
Begin each day with your personalized, powerful morning routine to prime you for life.


